
MANAGE YOUR
COWORKING SPACE
BUILD A COMMUNITY
CREATE OPPORTUNITIES
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THE DIGITAL PLACE TO MANAGE YOUR BASE

We Make Management Easy
Baseworx allows you to oversee every aspect of

your coworking space from your device.

Delivering a low touch administrative experience

for space owners & managers.

The collection of features provides the scope

needed to manage your venue and a large number

of clients effectively.

It delivers robust processes for staff and

members which provides the opportunity to scale

effectively and give a top class service to your

member clients.

BaseWorx’ next-generation front-end editor and

modules reduce the need for a complex multitude

of third-party software and subscriptions.

Meeting Rooms, Desk Bookings, Helpdesk

Messenger and Online Handbook

We Build Our Product Around You
Our white-label software means you keep your

branding, and we'll weave in our features.

It's set up for self-service so your members can find

what they need regardless of the time or your location.
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Build Your Business
Everything you need to manage your space and

community.

With a full control centre, housing every

element of operations in one online area so you

can access and manage from anywhere.

Receive & track payments, view applications for

approval and manage tasks for the day ahead.

Control Centre, Membership Management,

Booking System & Internal Networking.

Coworking spaces are about people,

business and opportunity. Our intuitive

platform lets you spend more time on what's

important and less on menial daily tasks.

Our collection of self-service modules and

inbuilt private network allows your members

to connect and communicate with each other

extracting more value from the internal

community.

Internal Network, Self Service, Events,

Calendar & More.

Platforms Built with Innovation in Mind
While you make the most of your space, we can help you make

the most of your platform. We believe in supporting new ideas

to create additional revenue streams. You might decide to offer

a catering element to your space or sell branded merchandise,

whatever comes to mind, our platform can make it a reality.

We Create Communities



BASEWORX FEATURES
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Make Management Easy

Management can create membership

types to cater for the countless

categories of members that might

frequent your spaces.

With our built-in application system, you

decide what information is important to

your organisation, this is gathered with

tailored questionnaires for each

prospective member.

Applications appear in the administrator

dashboard for your approval and all

payments can be taken online.

Meeting Rooms

Our software can facilitate an unlimited

number of meeting rooms and booths as

well as multiple bookings. For members or

external parties, this is entirely self-service,

they can book cancel and amend meetings

directly from their members portal.

Or enhance your offering with the flexibility

of the module by adding additional services

such as catering which can be paid for

online also.
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Hot Desks
Where you sit matters in the world of

coworking.

Anyone looking for a hot desk for the

day can select the right space for

them. They simply view the floor plan,

pick their preferred seat, and pay

online.

Dedicated Desks

Booking System

Provide your members with the security of their own desk space. An environment that creates focus

and stability to enhance productivity. Customise your dedicated desk solution through your online

control centre and attract new members to your space.

All bookings can be

carried out using this

self-service feature.

From searching

availability to selecting

the right option and

securing the booking

with payment, it

streamlines the entire

process. This makes it

easy for members to

purchase and easy for

you to manage.
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Billing & Payments

Take the stress out of this process by having

an automated system that does the heavy-duty

admin work for you. Invoices for using the

space, event ticketing, or other revenue

streams can all be billed, paid for, and tracked

through our product.

Management Admin Dashboard

Management is provided with a full

command centre where system preferences

can be amended, monitor key data, analytics

and update the company website. Track all

payments received and outstanding, arrange

tasks for the day and view applications to be

approved.

Communicate with ease through the virtual

reception messenger, reach out to

everybody all at once or individually, this is

useful when the post has arrived or it's

somebody's birthday and there's cake to be

had!
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The Community Network

Utilise your space and create a community, but

this means more than offline efforts. By

connecting members online in your coworking

space's social network we support them in

making the most of their experience.

Each member has their own unique login

capability to a private members centre where

members can manage their entire workspace

from one place, so they work faster and better

without relying on you.

Internal Network

The most successful co-working spaces have thriving

communities where collaboration is in abundance.

BaseWorx has its own inbuilt private network not too

dissimilar to some very well-known social networks.

It could be as simple as notifying reception or discussing a

project with a potential partner and means members can

connect with others in an instant. Members profile can

showcase their portfolio of work and connect with

everyone, fostering collaboration and encouraging strong

business relationships between members.

Communication is the soul of any workspace, one of the

major benefits of our instant messaging feature is that it

allows your members to communicate with each other in

real time without even taking off their headphones.
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Content Sharing

Allows people to share blogs, latest

news, activities, or updates so they

always know about others' upcoming

events or interesting projects.

Blogs/News

Share all the great news generated across your collective

spaces. With our blogs & news module you can share all

the happenings with the wider community through the

private news channel or share it directly on your website.
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Events

An eclectic events schedule is a vital part of many workspaces and plays a massive part in defining

the culture within.

BaseWorx gives you the ability to create and publish your event directly on your website with its own

unique URL so you can improve that all important SEO on your website. No more promoting your

events on third party sites in the hope that somehow your attendees will find their way back to your

website. Your community and the public can book and pay for their tickets directly from your site.

At BaseWorx we believe that the community should play a part in creating that colourful event

schedule, with our system your members can create and submit events to management for approval

with one single click. All in all, this reduces the overall pressure on management to constantly

ideate and drive the schedule.



BaseWorx Clients
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Creative Spark provides a dedicated training and

workspace facility in Dundalk. We welcome and support

new and established businesses operating within the

creative industries, innovation, technology, and sustainable

energy sectors. Providing dedicated training and ‘learning

lab’ facilities and affordable workspace, Creative Spark

offers an environment where innovation and creativity can

flourish. Networking, peer-to-peer exchange and

connectivity are a daily reality for the business community

working, learning and meeting in the centre.

Webmill Digital Hub is the ultimate mashup of

entrepreneurs, startups, growth companies,

educational institutions, the Laois Chamber, state

agencies and local government. Their goal is to

create an innovation ecosystem, one that creates a

synergistic relationship between people,

companies, and place, that facilitates idea

generation, open learning, collaboration and

accelerates commercialisation.


